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The principal result of this paper establishes the validity of a conjecture by 
Graham and Rothschild. This states that, if the natural numbers are divided 
into two classes, then there is a sequence drawn from one of those classes such 
that all finite sums of distinct members of that sequence remain in the same 
class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graham and Rothshild have asked [2] if, whenever N = A, u AZ , 
there must be some i in { 1,2} and some sequence (xn)zSl such that 
c nsF x, E Ai whenever F is a non-empty finite subset of N. This question 
was attributed to them as a conjecture by Erdos in [l]. The principal 
result of this paper establishes that this statement is true for any finite 
partition of N. 
In an earlier paper [3] this author established the equivalence of this 
conjecture with the existence of an ultrafilter p on N such that 
{xEN:A --x~p}~p, 
whenever A EP, provided the continuum hypothesis holds. Thus the 
existence of this ultrafilter is obtained as a corollary. (The fact that this 
ultrafilter and the conjecture are related was suggested by F. Galvin.). 
Section 2 consists of some technical lemmas. The main results are in 
Section 3. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The notation F CI A means that F is a non-empty finite subset of A. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let (x,)~=~ be a sequence in N. FS((x,)~~‘=,) = 
E laEF x,:FC,N). 
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We shall also write without confusion FS((x,):=,) when r E N. The 
following lemma is proved in [3, Lemma 2.31. 
2.2. LEMMA. If (x,),“,, is any sequence in N, then there exists a sequence 
( yn>Ezl such that FS(( Y,>,“_~) C FS((x,),“=,) and 2” 1 yn+l whenever 
28-l < yn . 
The importance of this lemma lies in the fact that, if yn and ym are 
written in binary notation and n # m, then no carrying occurs in the 
addition of yn and ynz . In particular, then, if F !Zf N and c is the largest 
element of F and 2” < CnaF y,, then indeed 2” < yC . 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let (x,):=~ be a sequence in N such that 2” / x,+~ 
whenever 2S-1 < x, . The natural map, 7, for FS((x,),“,,) is defined by 
the rule 7(CnpF x,) = XnsF 2n-1. 
Since every natural number has a unique binary expansion, and since 
x,+i > Cr=, xi for every n, 7 is easily seen to be one-to-one and onto N. 
When A C N we shall use the notational convention that 
T(A) = {7(x): x E A n FS((x,),“=,)}. 
A technique frequently used in this paper is to note that r is almost an 
isomorphism. This statement is made precise in the following lemma. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let (x,),“=, be a sequence in N such that 2” / xnfl whenever 
2” < x, . Let { yn : n < r} be a subset of FS((x,>~C1) and, for each n < r, 
let z, = T( yn) where r is the natural map for FS((x,),“,,) and r E N u ( 00). 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent and each implies that 
c 7EF =n = T(C,,~ yn) whenever F Cr {x E N : 1 < x < r}: 
(1) For each n less than r - 1, every element of F, is smaller than every 
element of Fn,, , where yn = CtaF, xt . 
(2) For each n less than r - 1, 2$[ z,+~ whenever 2s-1 ,( z, . 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let a be the largest element of F;, and let b be 
the smallest element of F,+l . Then z, < 2” and, since a < b, 2” 1 2$-l for 
every t in F+, . 
(2) implies (1). Let a E E;, and b E F,,, . Then 2@-l < z, so 2” 1 z,+~ . 
But =,a+1 is the sum of distinct powers of 2 so 2a divides each of them. In 
particular 2” ) 2*-l and hence a < b. 
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Finally, note that whenever (1) is satisfied and F CI {x E N : 1 < x < r} 
then {F, : n E F} forms a pairwise disjoint family. Let G = IJnoF F, . Then 
ZF z, = c ( c 2t-1) = c 2t-1 
neF SF, teG 
2.5. LEMMA. Let (x,),“_, be a sequence in N such that 2” / x,+~ whenever 
2s-” < x, . Let T be the natural map for FS((x,)~=:=,) and let ( yn)~zl be 
any sequence in N such that FS(( yn)~Cl) C FS((x,>zEL,). Then there exists 
a sequence ~<z,)~==, such that FS((Z,)~=~) C FS(( yn>zzl) and 7(Cnsp z,) = 
c TLEF ~(2,) whenever F Sf N. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 there exists a sequence (z,),“,, such that 
FS((z,j,“=,) C FS(( Y,),“=~) and 2” 1 z,+r whenever 28-” < z, . In particular 
FS((Z,)~~J C FS((x,)z=;,) so, by Lemma 2.4, it suffices to show that 
every element of F, is less than every element of F,,, , where z, = x&F, xt . 
Let a be the largest element of Fn and let b be the smallest element of Fn+l . 
Suppose that b < a and let s be the largest integer such that 2s-1 < xb . 
Then 2s-1 < x, < z, so 2” / z,+~ . Also 2” / xt for every t in F,+l\{b} 
since b is the smallest element of F,,, . But xb = z,+~ - C {xt : t E F,+l\{b}) 
so 2” / X~ and hence 2” < xb, a contradiction. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let k E N and let {A(i, n): i E { 1, 2 ,..., k} and n E N} be a 
collection of sets such that A(i, n + 1) C A(i, n) whenever i E (1, 2,..., k} 
and n E N. Then there exist a subset S of { 1,2,..., k}, a sequence (x,)z=, in 
N, and an element M of N such that whenever n 3 M and ( Y,):,~ is a 
sequence with FS(( y,?zzl _ > C FS(<x,j~=,) then FS(< ymiZzl) n A(i, nj # a 
if and only if i E S. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. Let k = 1. If there are any n 
and any sequence (x,)z=, such that FS((x,)z,,j n A(1, n) = 0, let 
M = n, S = m, and let (x,):=~ be as given. Otherwise let M = 1, 
S = (1) and let (x,)g=, be any sequence whatever. 
Now assume valid for k - 1 and let (x,‘)~=, , S’, and M’ be as given 
for (A(& n) : i E { 1, 2 ,..., k - I} and n E N}. If there are some M” > M’ 
and ( ym)EE1 such that FS(( y,)zzl) C FS((x,‘)~=,) and 
FS(< y,)~=,) n A(k, M”) = 0, 
let M = M”, S = S’, and (x,>:,~ = ( ym>& . Otherwise let M = M’, 
S = S’ u {k}, and (x~>~=~ = <x,‘)~=, . 
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2.7. DEFINITION. Let 01 be a finite partition of N, (CY = {Ai}Fzl). Let 
nENandletk <n. 
(a) F,‘(k, n) = {x E N : x > n and there is some i in (1, 2,..., a} such 
that {k, x, x + k} C Ai). 
(b) F,(k, n) = F,‘(k, n)\UFIi Fa’( j, n), if k > I. F,(l, n) = F,‘( 1, n). 
(c) Let iE{1,2,..., u}. U,(i, n) = (Ai n {x E N : x > n})\UzI: F,(k, n). 
If, for any n, ull: F,(k, n) = {x E N : x > n>, the proof of the main 
theorem is quite easy. This is not, unfortunately, always the case. The 
result we now seek is that we can find a sequence (x,)~=, with 
n-1 
for some n. This result will be Lemma 2.10. This, together with the fact, 
guaranteed by Lemma 2.4, that the natural map 7 for FS((x,)~=,) is 
“nearly” an isomorphism onto N will allow us to complete the proof. The 
following, exceedingly technical, lemma allows us to choose the desired 
sequence. 
2.8. LEMMA. Let 01 = {A,}E, be a partition of N. Assume ihat for each 
n in N and sequence ( ym)zZ1 in N one has FS(( y,)~=,)\u~I: F,(k, n) f m . 
Then there exists i in { 1, 2,..., a} such that for each n in N u (0) there exist 
x, and M, in N and a sequence (x,,,)~=, in N such that for each p 3 M, 
there exists a set lJ(n, p) satisjjing: 
(1) ,for each m, zy2s-1 < x,,, then 2s 1 x,,,,+~ ; 
(2) ifp > M, and ( y,,,)~=l is a sequence with 
then 
(3) if p 3 M, , then U(n, p + 1) C U(n, p) and U(n, p) C A, ; 
(4) ifn > I, then M, 3 M,-, and M, > x:j”=, xj ; 
(5) if n > 1 and p > M, , then CJ(n, p) C U(n - I, p); 
(6) ifn > I andp > M, and x E U(n, p), then x + x, E U(n - 1, M,-,) 
Proof. Let M, S, and (w,)~=, be as guaranteed by Lemma 2.6 for the 
family {U,(i, m) : iE{l, 2 ,..., a> and m EN}. By the hypothesis of the 
current lemma, S # O. (For, if FS((w,)~J n U,(i, M) = % for each i 
in {I, 2,..., a}, then FS(<w,)~,,) C urzT1 F,(k, M).) Let i E S. 
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We now define x, , M, , (x,,,)~=~, and, for each p 3 M, , U&p) 
inductively on n. Let x0 = 1. (No requirements of the lemma affect x,, .) 
Let M,, = M, let (x,,,,>:=~ be a sequence withES((x,,,)~=,) CFS((w,)~=,) 
such that 2” 1 ~,,~+r whenever 2$-l < x0,,,, (there is such a sequence by 
Lemma 2.2), and for each p > M, let U(0, p) = U,(i, p). (Where M and 
(w,,>:=~ are as in the paragraph above.) 
Conditions (4), (5), and (6) are satisfied vacuously, and (x,,,)zzl was 
chosen specifically to satisfy condition (1). Condition (2) is satisfied by 
Lemma 2.6, since U(0, p) = U,(i, p), i ES, and 
Condition (3) is satisfied because C&O, p) = U,(i, p). 
We assume we have chosen xlc , Mk: , (x~,,J~=~ , and, for each p > Mk , 
U(k, p) satisfying each of the six conditions for every k < n. Let 7 be the 
natural map for FS((x,-,,,)~=,) and let p > M,-, . Consider T( U(n - 1, p)). 
We claim that for each sequence (z,)~=, in N one has 
FS((z,>“,,,) n d(n - I, p)) f 53. 
For, indeed, if there is a sequence with FS((z,)~,,) n ~(rl(n - 1, p)) = a, 
then, by Lemma 2.2, we may suppose that 2” I z,,+~ whenever 2s-1 < z, . 
Consequently, if y, = +(z,) for each m, we have by Lemma 2.4 that 
KS(( JJ,,~;:;=,) n U(n - 1, p) = 0, an impossibility since 
(also by virtue of Lemma 2.4) and condition (2) holds at n - 1. The 
claim is thus established. 
Thus, in particular, there exists some b in N such that, for every x in N, 
{x + 1, x + 2 ,..., x + b} n ~(u(n - 1, M,-,)) # a. (For, if there were 
no bound on the gaps in T(U(n - 1, M,_,)), one could choose a sequence 
(z~,J~=~ inductively by picking z,, such that 
I 
m-1 
z*n 3 zm + I,..., z, + 2 Zk n T( U(n - l),M,-,)) = $3. 
k=l / 
For this sequence we would have FS((z,)E=,) n T( CJ(n - 1, M,-,)) = B .) 
Let M,’ be the larger of M,-, and CyL: xj + T-l(b) + 1 and let r be the 
largest integer such that 2?-l < b. For each j in {I, 2,..., b} and for each 
p >, M,’ define V(,j, p) = (x E T( U(n - 1, p)) : 2’ / x and 
x + j E T( u(n - 1, M,-I))}. 
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Let V(0, p) = (X E T(U(~ - 1, p)) : 2” 7 x}. Note that 
Also since condition (3) holds at n - 1 we have that V( j,p) I V(j, pf 1) 
whenever p 3 A4, 
For p < A4,’ let V(j, p) = V( j, M,‘). Then by Lemma 2.6 there exist 
a subset S’ of (0, I,..., b}, a sequence ( ynz)zC1 , and an element Mi of N 
such that, ifp 3 M,” and j E S’ and (z,)pzl is any sequence with 
then FS((z,,,)~,,) n V(j,p) # o. We may assume, by Lemma 2.2, that 
2” I Ym+1 whenever 2s-1 < ym . Note that s’ # m. Otherwise, we would 
have that FS(( ym)~=,) n r( U(n - 1, p) = @ since 
~(cT(n - 1, P)) = fi v(j, P). 
jdJ 
But that has already been established to be impossible. Note also that 
0 $ S’ since, for all but finitely many terms of <y+,Jzzl ,2’ 1 ynz . Let 
w ES’, let x, = ~-r(w), and let M, be the larger of MB’ and ML . For 
each m let xn.,,, = ~-l( y,J and for eachp > A4, let U(n, p) = T-‘( V(w, p)). 
To see that condition (1) is satisfied note that, since x,,, = T-‘( ym) for 
each m, x,,, E FS((~,+r,~)tm_~). For each m we have that 2” I y,,, whenever 
2s-1 < ym so by Lemma 2.4 and condition (1) applied to E;S((x,-,,,)&) 
we have that each element of F, is less than each element of E;,,, , where 
&,nl = Ix teF, x,-~,~ . Thus, letting c be the largest element of F,, , we have 
that if 2s-1 < x then 2s-1 < x _ . Therefore, since condition (1) 
holds at n - 1, 2”“‘7;,-,,$ for eve;; r”ir%7+, . That is, 2” 1 x,,.,+~ . 
To see that condition (2) holds let (z,>z=, be a sequence with 
and suppose that FS((z,,)$=,) n U(n,p) = m. Then by Lemma 2.5 we 
may assume that, whenever F Cs IV, 7(CnsF z,,,J = ClneF 7(zln). Thus 
FS(<T(Z,))~=J n VW, P) = o while FS(<hJ>ZL) CFS(<y,)ZL), a 
contradiction. (The latter inclusion comes from the fact, a consequence of 
Lemma 2.4, that FS((T(X,,,))~=,) C FS(( ym)g,l).) 
The verification of conditions (3) (4) and (5) is trivial. To see that 
condition (6) holds let x E U(n, p). Then T(X) E V(W, p) SO 2’ j T(X) and 
T(X) + w E T(u(n - 1, M,-,)). But w < b so if 2’-’ < w then s < r so 
2” 1 T(X). Thus, by Lemma 2.4, x + T-‘(W) = x + x, E U(n - 1, Mnpl) 
as desired. The induction is complete. 
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2.9. LEMMA. Let 01 = {A,}~zl be a partition of N. If, for each II in N and 
sequence ( ynz)z,l in N one has FS(( y,>zJ\u~l: FJk, u) # o , then there 
are some i in { 1, 2,..., a> and some sequence (x,),“,, in N such that 
Fs((~,),m,~) n Ai = B. 
Proof. Let i and (x,)~~, be as given by Lemma 2.8. Let F Cr N and 
let t and r be, respectively, the smallest and largest elements of F. Let 
x E U(r, MT). We show by induction on the number of elements in F that 
x + CneF x, E U(t - 1, M,-,). In case F has one element we have by 
condition (6) of lemma 2.8 that x + x, E U(r - 1, M,-,) = CJ(t - 1, M,-,). 
Now assume F has more than one element and let G = F\(t). Let t’ be the 
smallest element of G. By induction, x + Cnsc x, E U(t’ - 1, M,,-,). By 
condition (5) applied as often as needed x + CnGG x, E U(t, M,,_,). (Of 
course, if t = t’ - 1, condition (5) is not needed.) Then, by condition (6), 
x + CneG x, + xt E U(t - 1, M,-J. The induction is complete. 
By condition (3) of lemma 2.8 we have that x + CnoF x, E Ai and 
x E Ai . But x E U(r, M,) so by repeated application of condition (5) 
x E U(0, MT) = U,(i, MT). Thus x $ Fa’(CnEF x, , MT). (By condition (4) 
Mr > c nsF x, .) Thus it is not the case that 
That is, CneF x, $ Ai as desired. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let 01 = { Ai}Fzl be a partition of N. Then there exist n in 
N and a sequence (x,~):=~ in N such that FS((x,>zSl) C uzr: F,(k, n). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a, the number of elements of CX. 
If a = 1 the result is trivial. Assume the lemma is valid for any partition 
with a - 1 elements. 
Suppose the conclusion fails. Then by Lemma 2.9 we have some i in 
(1, L.., a} and some sequence ( ym)Ezl such that FS(( y,)~=,) n Ai = o . 
We may assume, by Lemma 2.2, that 2” I y,,, whenever 2+l < yrn . Let T 
be the natural map for FS(( ym)gzl) and let /3 = {T(AJ : j E { 1,2,..., a> and 
j # i). Then, since T(AJ = o, /3 is a partition of N with a - 1 elements. 
Consequently there exist r in N and <z,>:=~ such that FS(<z,,J~=,) C 
Ui<t FB(k, r). We may assume, by Lemma 2.2, that 2” I z,+r whenever 
2=-i < z We also assume that 2” I z, whenever 2”-l < r. 
Now, k n = T-l(r) and let x, = T-l(Z,) for each m. We claim that 
R?((x,);=,) C lJp=: F,(k, n). To see this, let F Cs N. Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
T(C~~~ x,) = CmEF Z, . Thus T(zrns~ x,) E F&k, r) for some k < r. That 
is, Ck T(CWEF Xm), T%,,F x3 + k} C T(AJ for somej in {I, 2 ,..., a}. Thus, 
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immediately r-l(k) E Aj and CmcF x, E Aj . But k < r so, if 2s-1 < k, we 
have 2$-l < r so that 2” / Z, for each m. Thus 2s 1 xmEF z, , 
so 2” I mm,F x,). Thus, by Lemma 2.4, CmsF x, + T-l(k) E Aj . Noting 
finally that 
c x,, 3 7-l(r) = n, 
?nEF 
we have CmEF x, E F,’ (T-l(k), n) as desried. 
Lemma 2.12 is the only result needed to prove the main theorem. It uses 
in its proof the following lemma, which is a partial generalization of 
Corollary 4 of [2]. Graham and Rothschild attribute the result there to 
J. Folkman (in a personal communication), R. Rado [4], and J. Sanders [5]. 
2. Il. LEMMA. For every partiton 01 of N with 01 = {Ai}~=, , there exists 
a function j& : N + N such that, for each r in N, there exist i in { 1, 2,... , a} 
and (yj)F=l satisfying: 
(1) FX<~j);c=l) C Ai ; 
(2) 4f.i E (1, L., r - I} and 2’-l < yj , then 2” 1 yj+l 
(3) $j E (1, 2,..., r>, then Yj GXj). 
Proof. For each a: choose p(cz) in N and a sequence (x,,,J~=~ such that 
FS((x,,,,)~=,) C uE2-l F,(k, p(a)) and 2” / x,,,+~ whenever 2s-1 < x,,, . 
We can assume in addition that, for each m, 2” 1 x,,, whenever 2s-1 < p(a). 
Let T, be the natural map for FS((x,,,)~=,) and let p(a) = {~,(&(k, p(u))): 
k E { 1,2 ,..., p(a) - I}}. Then /3(01) is a partition of N. 
We define&(n) inductively on n for every ac at once. Letfu(1) = p(a) - 1 
and letf@(n + 1) = T;l(fucdn)). 
Now, with fa defined for every finite partition 01 of N we prove the lemma 
inductively on r. If r = 1, let y1 = 1 and let i be the element of (1, 2,..., a} 
that 1 E Ai . Condition (2) holds vacuously and (1) and (3) are trivial, 
sincep(ol) > 2. 
Let r > 1 and assume the lemma is valid for every partition O( at r - 1. 
Let (wj);:i and let k in {I, 2,..., p(a) -l} be as guaranteed by the lemma 
for the partition ,8(a) at r - 1. Let i be that element of (1, 2,..., a} such 
that k E Aj . Let y1 = k and, for j E (2 ,..., r}, let yj = 7;1(wj-J. 
To verify condition (l), first let F C {2,..., r}. Then, by Lemma 2.4 and 
condition (2) for P(a), ~,(&.~yj) = CjsF Wj-1 . But 
jz W-1 E TdF,(k, ~(a))> so x .vj E F,(k, p(a)). 
jeF 
Thus CjsF yj E Ai and y1 + xjeryj E Ai . Finally, since y1 E Ai condition 
(1) is satisfied. 
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To see condition (2) note that, if 2s-1 < y1 , then 2”-l < p(a) so 2s I x,,, 
for every m. Consequently 2” / yZ . Now letj E (2,..., Y - l}. By Lemma 2.4 
every element of Fj is less than every element Of Fj+l where yj = ziEFj x,,~ . 
Let c be the largest element of Fj . If 2s-1 < y, , then 2s-1 < x,,~ so 
2” 1 x,,~ for every t in Fj+l and consequently 2” 1 yj+l . 
Now consider condition (3). First y1 = k < p(a) - 1. Now let 
j E (2 ,..., r).Then Wj-1 <fit,,(j - 1) and 7, is order preservingso yj <-f,(j). 
2.12. LEMMA. For every partition 01 of N, with 01 = {A,}:=, , there exist 
a function ,f, : N + N and an i in {1,2 ,..., a} such that, .for every r in N, 
there exists ( yj)TCl such that FS(( yj?)TEl C Ai and yj G&(j) whenever 
j E (1, 2 ,..., r}. 
Proof. Let fa be as in Lemma 2.11. For each r in N let i(r) be that 
element of (1, 2,..., a} whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2.11. Let 
iG{l, 2,..., a] such that i = i(r) for infinitely many r’s. 
Now let r E N and let r’ E N such that r’ 3 r and i = i(r’). If ( yj);Ll is 
as guaranteed by Lemma 2.11, then ( y,);=r will work here. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
The proof now rests only on the compactness of the product space 
(0, I}“. For an element s of (0, l}” we define a sequence (x,,,)~=, in 
N u (0) by agreeing that x,,, = k where k is the mth element of N such 
that sli = 1. If s has fewer than nz non-zero coordinates, we agree that 
X B.l,l = 0. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let 01 be aJinite partition of N with 01 = {Ai}ia_, . There 
exist i in (I, 2,..., a} and a sequence (x,)~=, such that FS((x,)z=,) C Ai . 
Proof. Let i and fe be as guaranteed by Lemma 2.12. For each r and m 
in N let A,,, = {sE(O, ljN: {x,,~: kE{1,2 ,..., n}}C(l, 2 ,..., m} and 
FS((X~,J%~) C Ai}. Since whether or not s E A,,, is determined by the 
first m coordinates of s, A,,, is closed. Now let n E N and let ( yi)yEI be as 
guaranteed by Lemma 2.12. Let s E (0, l}“’ such that sVj = 1 for ,j in 
(1, L.., n} and sic = 0 otherwise, then s E nj=, Aj,f,cj). 
We thus have that {A,,,, : n E N and m = fE(n)} is a family of closed 
sets in (0, l}” with the finite intersection property. Consequently there 
exists s in fizz, A,,IO((,). Let x, = x,,,, for every nz. Let F Cr N and let n 
be the largest element of F. Then s E A,,re(,) so CrncF x, E Ai . The proof 
is complete. 
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3.2. COROLLARY (Continuum Hypothesis). There exists an ultrajilter 
p on N such that (x : A - x EP} EP whenever A EP. (Where 
Proof. This statement was shown in [3] to be equivalent, in the presence 
of the continuum hypothesis, to Theorem 3.1. 
The author is grateful to R. Graham and B. Rothshild for pointing out 
that the following generalization of [2, Corollary 31 might also be obtained 
in this manner. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let I7 = {F : F CI N}. If 17 = uyCl ri , then there 
are a sequence (F,),“=, in II and an i in {I, 2,..., a} such that UnsC F, E ri 
whenever G Cr N. 
Proof. Define u : II7 --f N by the rule o(F) = &EF 2+r. Then (T is one- 
to-one and onto. Let, for each i in {I, 2 ,..., a>, Ai = u(ri). Then, by 
Theorem 3.1, there exist iin (1, 2,..., a> and (x,J~=r such that 
FS(<x,),m_J C A, . 
By Lemma 2.2 we may suppose that 2” / x,+~ whenever 2S-1 4 x, . 
Let F, = u-l(x,), for each n in N. Then (F, : n E N} form a pairwise 
disjoint collection. Thus, if G Cr N, we have that 
= 1 a(F,) = c x, E Ai. 
TlEF ns6 
Thus Unsc F, E u-l(AJ = I’i as desired. 
The following very restricted partial generalizations of corollaries 1 and 2 
of [2] are proved in a similar fashion, as was also noted by Graham and 
Rothschild. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let A be an &,-dimensional afJine space over the$eld 
of 2 elements. If A = UT=, Bi , then there are an K,-dimensional affine 
subspace A’ of A andan i in {1,2,..., n} such that A’ 2 Bi . 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let V be an &,-dimensional vector space over the 
jield of 2 elements and let l7 be the set of one-dimensional subspaces of V. If 
II = uySl ri , then there are an &,-dimensional subspace V’ of V and an i 
in (1, 2,..., n} such that every one-dimensional subspace of V’ is an element 
ofri. 
FINITE SUMS OF SEQUENCES 11 
It should be remarked finally that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 are 
not, strictly speaking, generalizations of Corollaries 4 and 3 of [2], respec- 
tively. For there is no bound given on xi valid for all partitions with a 
given number of elements. Indeed, no such bound can be obtained, for 
one can let the first cell of a partition consist of arbitrarily long initial 
segments of N. 
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